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Dear Students,

I hope all are good and doing better in your life. I am talking about whoes are taking ENG 1121

for the next spring semester. I want to talk about how I felt this semester and how I covered my

reading and writing in my semester. When I first started the semester it was okay like not too

much reading or writing but the middle of the semester and end of the semester that's a big task

to cover everything. I recommend students who do not finish homework on time that it will be

hard for you to finish everything at the end of the semester so please finish homework on time. If

you don’t understand anything, email the professor any time because she is so nice and she will

reply. I like writing mostly because I like to research and also when I research about others that

gives me extra knowledge about others. In this semester we did unit one assignment about letter,

speech, for unit two annotated bibliography, unit three we did multimodal. Unit one and unit two

I did before semester so I knew how to do this but unit three could be new. I didn’t know how to

multimodal but when I read the instructions I noticed that it’s not that hard. Also, we did



Douglas reading, which was so interesting. After the whole semester it was nice and fun. I

suggested that I always listen to professor instructions and finish everything on time. If you

struggle with something come office hours then she will help you. I hope you guys will enjoy the

next semester.

Sincerely,

Afroza Yasmin


